


A bunny, a squirrel and a seagull might be the most 

common park animals around, but in a certain tree stump 

that these particular critters call home, they are 

perpetually endangered! 

 

Like the time they punched a hole in 

the universe while taking apart a 

puzzle…or the time they bought a 

vacation-in-a-box, complete with a 

maze of raging rivers and rockslides… 

this trio find themselves accidentally 

on the verge of mutual destruction an 

awful lot.  



An insanely optimistic, adrenaline-junkie bunny with a compulsive need to  

super-charge everything and have the Best! Adventure! Day! EVER! (Resistance is 

futile, Merl!) 

 Being told something’s impossible. NEVER! 

 Sleep ‘cause it’s boring! 

 Rules ‘cause they’re boring!  

 Boredom ‘cause it’s boring! 

 Tricycle stunt riding in the bedroom  

 Scuba diving in the bathtub  

 Going fast. EXTREMELY fast! 
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A paranoid and safety-conscious squirrel, Merl believes that a perfectly 

planned day and respect for the rules are the keys to surviving the  

dangerous and unpredictable world outside—and Pickle’s  

plans for fun.  

 The unpredictable nature of nature  

 Going outside where it’s not safe 

 Breaking the rules! And the bunnies 

who break them! 

 Puzzles, because what can possibly go wrong?  

 Any and all forms of safety equipment 

 Conspiracy theories 
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GULL the garbage-loving seagull may not be the brightest buoy on the 

ocean, but you’ll never find a more adoring (and malodorous) buddy. 

The most important thing to Gull is that his two bestest friends are 

happy…and close by. Forever. And ever and ever. 

 Having to play alone 

 Mad people 

 Thinking about tricky stuff 

 Big long group hugs with his bestest friends 

 Crawling into Merl’s bed at night when he’s  

scared of the dark 

 His pet corn cob, Schlitzy 

 Lickin’ stuff! 
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Gull has found an enormous egg that he believes is 

his long lost bird brother—which Merl accidentally 

makes into a delicious omelet. Whoops! Will Gull 

ever forgive himself for eating his own brother for 

breakfast? Maybe—but only if Pickle can convince 

Merl to dress up as a chicken and claim the eaten 

egg as his own! 

Gull is afraid of the dark…and Merl is afraid he’ll 

never sleep again with a scared Gull climbing into his 

bed all night!  Merl dismantles the entire bedroom to 

prove there are no ghosts under the bed, in the 

closet, or anywhere else. But Pickle’s helpful “ghost 

facts” only send Merl over the deep end, too scared 

to ever go to sleep again!  



Enamored by Merl’s collection of nuts, Gull decides to start 

his own collection—of things belonging to his best friend! 

Of course, Gull must protect his new Merl-o-bilia in a high-

security museum he and Pickle build in the bedroom. Now 

Merl must break into his own museum just to get his 

toothbrush and footsie pajamas…oh, and Merl is terrible at 

breaking into museums. 

It’s time for a family vacation! Oh, but the 

dangers of leaving the stump are too great for 

the ever-cautious Merl to leave!  So Pickle 

orders three versions of something called 

“Vacation-in-a-Box”—scaled-down versions of 

their own dream vacations, without leaving 

the stump! But like most family vacations, 

these roommates can’t wait to get back home 

in the end…extremely difficult since they 

never left in the first place.   



Danger!  Excitement!  Adventure!  For Merl, family 

puzzle night is just the ticket to avoiding such things.  

For Pickle, making puzzles is like being bored to death—

but even more boring. Pickle tries to liven things up and 

Merl’s skills are put to the test when Pickle accidentally 

breaks the entire universe into puzzle pieces, leaving 

them floating in the Puzzle Void. Now that’s kicking it 

up a notch! 

Gull has to go to the bathroom really, REALLY badly. But not 

being the brightest seagull around, he keeps getting lost on 

the way to the toilet down the hall. Ever-helpful Pickle and 

Merl make him a map so he can locate the loo, but draw 

completely different maps. When they combine the two, 

they discover a secret door they have never seen before!  

The room inside this door is filled with all manner of 

adventure. But…will it bring them to the bathroom in time?  



Merl attempts to protect the clumsy and 

accident-prone Gull by safety-proofing the 

entire stump…only to realize that his “Gull-

proofing” poses more of a safety hazard than 

just letting Gull hurt himself. 

Gull wants to be in a parade…and since 

astronauts get parades, Pickle and Merl 

convince Gull to fly to the moon! So they 

build him a “rocket” out of an old port-a-

potty and 3-2-1, we have liftoff! But Gull 

gets trapped in a tree on his way to space, 

headfirst in the potty. Houston, we have a 

problem! 
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